Tentative extra credit point assignments
Please note that your TA has full authority to award (or not award) extra credit points.

Early demo 10
Cool graphics 1
Customized sound 2

Magic
- Move up 2
- Cut line 2
- Cut upper half 3
- Shorten block 3
- Lengthen block 3
- Both shorten + lengthen block 5
- Vertical compress 5
- Horizontal compress 5

Lowest CLB count 10
Analog stick support 2 – 5
Colored blocks (color kept when in pile) 4

Variable gravity
- Increased gravity by holding DOWN 2
- Increasing gravity w/score 3

More complicated block shapes 10

Block rotation
- Normal shapes 10
- Complex shapes 20

Controller rumbling 8
Background Music 6
Multiple blocks for two players 15